Directions for Routes 288 288L 288M
Special School Service

SERVICE ROUTE - LINE 288 - NORTHBOUND (PM)
Veteran's Hospital - Middlefield & Colorado

From stop at Veteran’s Hospital
continue on exit driveway
Left on Miranda
Left on Arastradero
onto Charleston
Left on Fabian
Left on E. Meadow Dr
Left continuing on E. Meadow Dr
Right on Louis
Left on Colorado
Right on Middlefield to stop at Colorado

SERVICE ROUTE - LINE 288 - SOUTHBOUND (AM)
Middlefield & Colorado - Gunn High School

From stop on Middlefield
Right on Oregon Expwy
Right on Louis
Left on E. Meadow Dr
Right continuing on E. Meadow Dr
Right on Fabian
Right on Charleston
onto Arastradero to stop at Gunn High School

SERVICE ROUTE - LINE 288L - NORTHBOUND (PM)
Veteran's Hospital - Louis & Fielding

From stop at Veteran’s Hospital
continue on exit driveway
Left on Miranda
Left on Arastradero
Left on El Camino Real
Right on El Camino Way
Right on Meadow
Left on Louis to stop at Fielding

**SERVICE ROUTE - LINE 288L - SOUTHBOUND (AM)**
Louis & Elbridge - Gunn High School

From stop on Louis
Right on Meadow
Left on El Camino Way
Left on El Camino Real
Right on Arastradero to stop at Gunn High School

**SERVICE ROUTE - LINE 288M - NORTHBOUND (PM)**
Veteran's Hospital - Middlefield & Colorado

From stop at Veteran’s Hospital
continue on exit driveway
Left on Miranda
Left on Arastradero
Left on El Camino Real
Right on El Camino Way
Right on Meadow
Left on Waverley
Right on Loma Verde
Left on Middlefield to stop at Colorado

**SERVICE ROUTE - LINE 288M - SOUTHBOUND (AM)**
Middlefield & Webster - Gunn High School

From stop on Middlefield
Right on Loma Verde
Left on Waverley
Right on Meadow
Left on El Camino Way
Left on El Camino Real
Right on Arastradero to stop at Gunn High School